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Abstract
In biologica} science Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is a widely used
microscopie technique that enables the imaging of fluorescent molecules. Since the invention
of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), it is also possible to visualise proteins in living cells.
Furthermore, the confocal microscope enables the determination ofthe mobility of fluorescent
molecules. A suitable technique to this end is Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching
(FRAP). In FRAP, fluorescent molecules in a specific region in the sample are bleached by
high laser power irradiation, and the subsequently recovery ofthe fluorescence is measured as
a function of time.
Up to now models to determine the mobility of particles from FRAP experiments always
assumed one- or two dimensional diffusion of the molecules, dependent on the details of the
experiments. However, the focussed beam of the bleaching laser is not cylindrical but conical.
Therefore fluorescent molecules in planes above and below the focal plane are affected too
and in the case of a bleached cone, the volume compared with the volume of a bleached
cylinder is much larger. This means that in reality more particles are bleached and the
recovery that takes place per unit of time is always less compared with a bleached cylinder.
When 1D or 2D models are used, the calculated value of Dis underestimated. Therefore the
conical shape of the laser beam has to be taken into account in FRAP diffusion models.
In this research a 3D diffusion model is designed which is able to calculate the diffusion
coefficient of diffusing particles and that takes into account the conical beam shape.

At the University of Maastricht, department of Molecular Cell Biology, research is done at
A-type lamin proteins and emerin, which are nuclear proteins. The incorporation of lamin and
emerin in the nucleus of living cells results in specific mobility behaviour of these proteins.
With the diffusion model derived in this research, the intermediate mobility of a specific
fraction of dynamic A-type lamins is determined. Changes in mobility between cells most
likely have functional implications, which can be studied in combination with FRAP. Mutated
lamin and emerin can cause several diseases and the mutations might cause an altered lamin
andlor emerin mobility.
To be able to perform good FRAP experiments with living cells several different
measurements had to be done. Firstly, the laser beam profile has been measured to get an
impression ofthe bleaching capacities ofthe used laser beam. The effective bleached spot size
is 1.12 ± 0.12 ~J.m. This means that the effective bleached area can be larger than assumed
because of the width of the bleached spot and this has to be taken into account in the diffusion
model. Secondly, when measurements are performed with living cells, bleaching also occurs
during long lasting imaging. When using the diffusion model, this bleaching during imaging
has to be taken into account and the measured data has to be corrected for this. Furthermore
from these measurements the maximally allowed imaging laser power appears to be 6% of
maximum power for otherwise the amount ofbleaching increases rapidly. In case of samples
with fluorescent beads the bleaching during imaging is not apparent because of the high dye
content ofthe beads. Because ofthis high dye content the used imaging laser power will
normally not exceed 3% of maximum laser power.
The bleached cone a, the angle between the di verging laser beam and the focal plane, has
been measured with fixed fluorescent lamin-GFP cells and amount to 68° ± 9°.

With the results described above and the designed diffusion model it is possible to perform
FRAP experiments and to calculate a valid D value. First FRAP experiments with dilutions of
fluorescent beads in distilled water and beads in 12.5%, 25% and 50% glycerol in water
mixtures have been performed and the results for the mean value of D are: 0.183±0.059,
0.127±0.020, 0.095±0.020 and 0.083±0.071 J..Lm2/sec. These measurements show the expected
trend: the more glycerol, the lower the value of D. However, there is a large error in D,
especially when samples with beads in mixtures of 50% glycerol and water are used. This is
probably caused by an inhomogeneous suspension of the various components in the sample.
In some FRAP measurements the model shows a lower final fluorescence value compared
with the last measured value, especially in slow diffusion processes with beads in 50%
glycerol in water. This is caused by a wrong correction factor in the model, relating the final
fluorescence value predicted by the model to the finally measured fluorescence, due to a lack
of information about the long-term diffusion behaviour of the fluorescent species. Therefore it
is important to measure this long-term behaviour, resulting in a good value of the correction
factor. When the determination ofthe correction factor is adequately accurate, it is also
possible to predict the same value forD with the model when the measuring time is less.
Especially in case of living cells this is an advantage for this will influence the cells less
compared with long measuring times.
Finally FRAP experiments with living cells have been performed. The diffusion processes in
living cells appear to be about five times faster compared to beads, and complete recovery
takes place in just thirty seconds. This means that, for being able to measure the diffusion
constant D in living cells, it is necessary to measure the fluorescence recovery with an overall
time resolution ofless than one second. With the present hardware and software, this is not
possible.
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Chapter 1
lntroduction.
The research considered in this thesis is done at the University of Maastricht, department of
Molecular Cell Biology. In biologica! science Confoca/ Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)
is a widely used microscopie technique that enables to image fluorescent molecules. Since the
invention of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) it is also possible to image proteins in living
cells with GFP and in this way make these proteins visible with the confocal microscope.
Another application of the confocal microscope is to determine mobility of fluorescent
molecules, or in biologica! science, mobility of fluorescent proteins in living cells.
One technique to do this is Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP).
In FRAP fluorescence in a specific region in the sample is bleached by high laser power and
recovery of fluorescence is measured during time.
At the University of Maastricht, department of Molecular Cell Biology, research is done at Atype lamin proteins (lamin A and C) and emerin. As explained in the next sections most
interest goes to mobility of these proteins, using bleaching techniques including FRAP.
In section 1.1 the physical background of FRAP is described.
Section 1.2 describes the biologica! background ofnormallamin and emerin and the
consequences of mutations in these proteins. This section also explains why FRAP might be a
useful technique to determine mobility of lamin proteins and emerin.
Finally section 1.3 describes the scope of this thesis.

1.1.

Physical background of FRAP.

Up to now roodels to determine the mobility of particles from FRAP experiments did always
assume one- or two dimensional diffusion of the molecules, dependent on the settings of the
experiments. One ofthe first roodels has been derived by Axelrod (Axelrod, 1976) and an
empirica! model ofLippincott-Schwartz from 1999 (Lippincott-Schwartz, 1999) is very often
used. But as explained in this section, by focussing to the focal plane in the FRAP experiment
the bleached volume is not straight in axial direction but has the shape of a cone. This effect
of focussing is often neglected. Thereby fluorescence in planes above and below the focal
plane is affected too.
This makes it necessary to use a three dimensional diffusion model to determine the mobility
of fluorescent molecules or proteins.
In this research a 3D diffusion model is designed that takes into account the bleached cone
arising from CLSM opties and that makes it possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient of
diffusing particles, especially the diffusion coefficient of proteins in living cells.
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FRAP measurements are performed with a confocallaser scanning microscope.
With this microscope laser light emanating from the illuminating aperture is focused by an
objective lenstoa single spot in the specimen. The laser line used hereis the 488 nm line
from the Argon laser. This line has the required energy to illuminate fluorescent molecules in
the samples.
By appropriate choice of optie filters, only fluorescent light from the illuminated spot in the
focal plane is focused by the objective at the confocal aperture, the place ofthe detector.
Fluorescence from regions out of the focal plane is out of focus at the confocal aperture and is
therefore largely excluded from the detector.
By scanning the laser beam in a grid pattem across the focal plane of the specimen and
measuring the intensity of every point, a 2D image can be made. A 3D image can be made by
stepwise adjusting the focal plane ofthe objective toa specific level, record a 2D image of
each plane and render the images of all 2D slices to one 3D image.
FRAP is used to measure mobility of diffusing particles (e.g. proteins in living cells) in terms
of diffusion coefficients. After taking a picture with imaging (low) laser power (LP) (e.g. 5%
of maximum LP) a Region Of Interest (ROl) has to be chosen. This is a specific area in the
sample where fluorescence will be destroyed. Then zoom in with maximum zoom and scan
the ROl with 100 % laser power. The result will be bleaching of fluorescence in the ROL At
last the recovery of fluorescence in the ROl has to be measured with imaging laser power by
measuring the intensity in the ROl during time.
By imaging only fluorescent particles in the focal plane and maybe in a very small region
above and below the focal plane will be influenced by the laser light. Only long lasting
imaging may cause a little bleaching of fluorescence in that region.
However, during bleaching with 100% LP, fluorescence will be lost and not only in the focal
plane but also in planes above and below the focal plane. Besides by focussing to the focal
plane the bleached volume is not straight in axial direction, often assumed in other models,
but has the shape of a cone. Diffusing particles in a plane outside the focal plane can reach the
cone quicker than particles in the focal plane and therefore diffusion to the focal plane in axial
direction must be taken into account.
Therefore the diffusion model must be based on three dimensional diffusion instead of two
dimensional diffusion which is often assumed in other models. The model derived in this
research, based on the solution of the diffusion equation with Green functions for the starting
value problem, takes into account the three dimensional diffusion and the shape ofthe
bleached cone.

1.2.

Use of FRAP to determine lamin and emerin mobility.

The incorporation of lamin and emerin in the nucleus of living cells results in specific
mobility behaviour of these proteins. Therefore section 1.2.1 explains the biologica!
background of normallamin and emerin as thought to be at this moment.
With the diffusion model derived in this research it is tried to determine the intermediate
mobility of a specific fraction of dynamicA-type lamins. Changes in mobility between cells
have most likely functional implications which can be studied in combination with FRAP.
More details can be found in section 1.2.1.
However mutated lamin and emerin can cause several diseases. The mutations might cause an
altered lamin and/or emerin mobility. Section 1.2.2 describes these diseases and the possibly
altered lamin and emerin mobility.
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1.2.1. Biological background of normallamin and emerin.
This section describes the biologica! background of normallamin and emerin.
Figure 1.1 shows a model of the lamin- and emerin organisation at cellular level as it is
thought to be at this moment.
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ftgure 1.1 : model ofprotein-organisation in the nucleus
Emerin is an inner nuclear membrane protein and A-type lamins (lamin A and C) are proteins
in the nuclear lamina.
Lamin A and Care incorporated into the lamina through a minimum oftwo molecular
interactions. First, there is an anti-parallel association between A-type lamin and B-type lamin
dimers (figure 1.1 ). The B-type lamin dimers form stabie association with the inner nuclear
membrane (INM). Second, a stabilising interaction occurs through associations between the
lamin A and lamin C tail, and emerin. Emerin interacts directly with lamin A/C and normal
emerin localisation at the inner nuclear membrane is dependent on lamin A/C-concentration.
Other interactions, for example the interaction with LAP1C, might make the association of
lamin A/C with the NE more stable.
In general lamins and emerin seem to have two functions. First they provide the stability of
the nucleus. In presence of emerin and A-type lamins the nucleus is able to resist some
(natura!) forces. On the other hand lamin complexes (lamin A/C and emerin or lamin A/C and
LAP2a) seem to be involved in gene regulation. The relation between these two functions is
not completely understood.
Based on the data from the literature and own observations, we have indications that the
mobility of A-type lamin proteins in living cells can be grouped into three different fractions.
First there is the fraction lamins in the nuclear lamina ( 1). This is a fraction of lamins that
provides the nucleus with a load-bearing structure. Measurements show these lamins to be
relatively immobile (stable for more than 2 hours) (Broers, 1999).
Second there is an intranuclear fraction that provides a link with chromatin (2).
This fraction is supposed to be dynamic (Dupuis, 2002). Lamins from this fraction exchange
with lamins from the third fraction; a fraction with completely mobile, unbound lamins (not
indicated), as seen most pronounced in mitotic cells when the lamina is completely
disassembied (Nigg, 1992).
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With the diffusion model derived in this research it is tried to determine the structure and
organisation of A-type lamins. We are interested in the dynamic lamins of fraction (2) for
these lamins show an intermediate mobility that can be different in mutually comparable cells
(Broers, 1999). Changes in mobility between cells most likely have functional implications
which can be studied in combination with FRAP.
Thereby mutated lamin might show a higher mobility compared with normal cells.
This is described in the next section 1.2.2.

1.2.2. Diseases as a consequence of la min- and emerin mutations.
Nowadays some diseases are known which are caused by mutations in the genes coding for
either emerin or A-type lamins. Mutations in emerin show the same symptoms as mutations in
lamin A/C. Probably there is a relationship between lamin A/C and emerin, called the lamin
A/C-emerin complex.
Diseases related to the lamin A/C-emerin complex can be divided in three major groups:
Muscular dystrophies, Partiallipodystrophy syndromes and Neuropathy (Worman, 2002).
First diseases within the Muscular dystrophy group are described. These diseases consist of an
X-chromosome-linked and an autosomal dominant form.
The X-linked form is caused by mutations in the genes decading for emerin, leading to
absence or greatly reduced amounts of emerin. This can cause Emery-Dreifuss muscular
dystrophy (EDMD), characterised by a wasting of skeletal muscle, especially limb-girdle
muscular dystrophy, and contractmes ofthe limbs.
The autosomal form is caused by missense mutations in A-type lamin. These mutations can
cause EDMD but also EDMD-related dilated cardiomyopathy and EDMD-unrelated dilated
cardiomyopathy (Morris, 2001).
In figure 1.2 the most characteristic clinical features ofEDMD are to be seen: elbow
contractmes and specific wasting of upper arm muscles compared with lower arm muscles.

figure 1.2: clinicalfeatures ofEDMD
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The second group, Partiallipodystrophy syndromes, consists oftwo diseases:
Familial partiallipodystrophy, Dunnigan-type and Mandibuloacral dysplasia.
The features of familial partiallipodystrophy are normal fat distribution in early childhood
but with the onset of puberty almost all subcutaneous fat tissue from the upper and lower
extremities and the bottorn and truncal areas gradually disappears, causing prominenee of
muscles and superficial veins in these areas. Fat can accumulate in other areas with
accumulation in the liver and inflammation of the liver as a consequence of the accumulation
common. From the age of about twenty year insulin resistance and type 11 diabetes usually
occur.
Mandibuloacral dysplasia is an autosomal recessive inherited disease and is characterised by
postnatal growth retardation, skull anomalies, skeletal malformations and mottled cutaneous
pigmentation; partiallipodystrophy, insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus.
The last group of Neuropathy consists of one disease, called Charcot-Marie-Tooth disorder
type 2B 1, that affect the peripheral nervous system. This part of the nervous system controls
our ability to move and feel parts of our body, like our hands and feet.
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disorder is an autosomal recessive inheritance characterised by
abolished deep-tendon reflexes and distal muscle wasting, mainly affecting the lower limbs.
Motor deficits are distal intheupper limbs and both proximal and distal in the lower limbs.
However there is slight or no reduction of nerve conduction veloeities (Worman, 2002).
Finally the most recent publications present the Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome as a
disease caused by mutations in lamin A (Eriksson, 2003) (De Sandre-Giovannoli, 2003)
(Mounkes, 2003). The Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome is a rare genetic disorder
characterised by features reminiscent of marked premature ageing.

In the first group of Muscular dystrophies mutations in emerin and A-type lamin seem to
make nuclei less stabie and cells from patients are destructed much easier. One might assume
this to be the cause of the diseases.
At the cellular level this means an aberrant distribution ofheterochromatin, fragility within
the nuclear envelope (NE) and leakage of lamins into the cytoplasm.
Fragility of the NE is an obvious feature of absence either of emerin or of lamin A/C.
Diseases from the second group, Partiallipodystrophy, and possibly some other diseases
seem to be promoted because lamin complexes are probably involved in tissue specific gene
regulation. Therefore one might assume that diseases arise through altered gene expression in
adipocytes (or other tissues in other diseases ), caused by an altered binding of chromatin to
either lamin A/C, emerin or LAP2a due to mutations (Hutchison, 2001).
However in Charcot-Marie-Tooth disorder and the Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome the
cause can not be attributed to either the stability function oflamins and emerin or the generegulatory function.
Therefore diseases that arise by lamin- and emerin mutations are probably correlated with the
combination of the stability function and the altered gene expression in cells.
Mutated lamin and emerin might show a higher mobility compared with normal cells and
each disease might have its own diffusion characteristics.
First mutated lamins in the lamina (fraction (1)) and emerin can be incorporated in a different
way. Second the mutations might cause an altered binding of chromatin to either lamin A/C of
fraction (2), emerin or LAP2a (Hutchison, 2001).
As a result mutated lamin A/C could show altered molecular mobility compared with normal
laminA/C.
5

1.3.

Scope of tbis thesis.

In this research FRAP experiments were performed with a confocal microscope to determine
the mobility of diffusing fluorescent particles.
The main goal is to design a 3D diffusion model that takes into account the bleached cone that
appears by focussing the laser beam to the ROl and that makes it possible to calculate the
diffusion coefficient of the diffusing particles of interest.
As explained in section 1.2 especially the diffusion coefficient D of normal and mutated
lamin proteins in living cells is an interesting subject.
As indicated in section 1.2.1 dynamic lamin proteins of fraction (2) show a variabie mobility
in comparable cells and it is tried to calculate the diffusion coefficients of this fraction.
Next tothese D's as described insection 1.2.2, mutated lamin proteins do probably show an
altered D compared with normallamin. lt is also possible that several different mutations,
resulting in different diseases, do show different values of D.
With the model, FRAP settings and the data processing method developed in this research it is
tried to determine the different values of D for different cells.

Next to this introduction, the rest ofthis thesis consists ofthe following chapters.
Chapter 2 deals with the theory behind the diffusion model and the theoretica! determination
of the bleached cone.
In chapter 3 the used materials and methods are described. A further explanation of confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and FRAP is given. FRAP measurements are performed
with fluorescent beads, as simple test samples, and with living cells. Therefore an explanation
of the samples and preparation technique is given. Finally the way of data processing with the
model is described.
In chapter 4 the results are described. First measurements have been done on the laser beam
profile to get information about the bleaching capacities of the laser beam. Also the amount of
bleaching during imaging has been determined in order to account for this in the FRAP data.
After this the results of measurements of the bleached cone are presented.
Finally FRAP measurements with beads and cells will be presented and discussed.
In chapter 5 general conclusions are drawn and recommendations for further research will be
g1ven.
Chapter 6 describes the technology assessment.
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Chapter 2
Theory.
In this chapter the theory behind diffusion of molecules related to the mobility of lamin
proteins is described. Therefore section 2.1 gives an introduetion in the mobility of lamin
proteins in living cells.
The model that will be derived in this study takes into account the bleached cone that results
from Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP). In FRAP, the laser beam of a
confocal microscope is focussed with high laser power to a specific area of a sample. Due to
the high laser power, also particles outside the focal plane are affected. This willlead to a
bleached volume which is shaped like a cone instead of a bleached area only in the focal plane
or a bleached cylinder in the axial direction, often assumed in other diffusion models used in
FRAP. Insection 2.2 this bleached coneis determined theoretically.
Section 2.3 deals with the theory that willlead to the diffusion model.

2.1. Mobility of lamin proteins.
As described in section 1.2.1 there are three different fractions of A-type lamin.
Our interest especially goes to the intranuclear fraction that provides a link with chromatin.
This fraction shows a variable, intermediate mobility that is different, even in mutually
comparable cells.
In contrary to the fraction with the completely mobile, unbound lamins, diffusion of this
fraction implies interrupted movements of lamin proteins which will bind sometimes with
chromatin. Therefore the diffusion coefficient that will be determined is not the diffusion
coefficient of a free mobile lamin protein, but the diffusion coefficient of the net flow of
variabie mobile lamin into the bleached area in the FRAP experiment.

2.2. Theoretica( determination of the bleached cone.
When the laser beam of a confocal microscope is focussed by an objective lens to a specitic
area of a sample with high laser power (LP), also fluorescent particles above and below the
focal plane are affected. This willlead to a bleached volume which is shaped like a cone
insteadof only a bleached area in the focal plane. Figure 2.1 shows schematic the real
affected area in a sample in the case that the laser beam bleaches all fluorescence on its way
to the focal point.
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Focal plane

Figure 2.1: Conical bleaching.

The cone is characterised by a in figure 2.1, the angle between the focal plane and the
incident laser beam. Depending on the type of objective lens (oil-immersion or water-dipping)
and its magnification and numerical aperture (NA), a has different values.
The meaning ofthe NA is explained on the basisofan oil immersion objective lens.
To collect more light and produce brighter images, cones of rays from the object, intercepted
by the objective lens, should be as large as possible. As magnifications increase and the focal
lengths and diameters ofthe objective lenses decrease correspondingly, the solid angle of
useful rays from the object also decreases.

Cover glass
0

Figure 2.2: NA increase by using a coupZing transparentjluid.

In figure 2.2, at the right ofthe optical axis, the usefullight rays originating at the object point
0, passing through a thin cover glass and then air to the first element ofthe objective lens
make a half angle of aa with the optical axis. Due to refraction at the glass-air interface, rays
making a larger angle than aa do not reach the lens. This limitation is relieved by using a
coupling transparent fluid whose index matches as closely as possible that ofthe glass. On the
left of the opti cal axis, a layer of oil is used, and a larger half-angle aais possible. The lightgathering capability ofthe objective lens is thus increased by increasing the refractive index
in the object space. A measure ofthis capability is the NA, which is in case of air,

J\T'A = ng 'S!naa
•
=na

JV.

and in case of oil,
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•

'Sin a

I

a,

(2.1)

(2.2)
The maximum value ofthe NA when air is used is unity, but when object space is tilled with
fluid of index n, the maximum value ofthe NA is n (Pedrotti, 1993).
This NA together with Snellius law,
sin( i) =!!.l.
sin(r) n1

(2.3)

with i the angle between the incident ray and the normal to the refractive interface, r the
angle between the refracted ray and the normalto the refractive interface and n1 and n 2 the
refraction indices of the first and second media that cause the refractive interface, will give
bleached cone a.
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic picture ofthe use of a water-dipping objective lens.
Here no refraction is assumed (interfaces: medium-nuclear membrane-medium, the membrane
is very thin approximately 10 nm) and the refraction index ofthe medium and the cell
contentsis n=l.45.

Medium
n=l.45

Figure 2.3: Use ofthe water-dipping objective lens.
In this case a can be determined by using only the expression for the NA,

NA

= nmedïum

• sin(i)

'

(2.4)

with i the angle between the incident ray and the normal to the focal plane.
This gives a bleaching cone a,

a = 90°- arcsin( NA ) ,
nmedium

With NA=0.8 for the used water-dipping objective lens, a=56.5°.
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(2.5)

In case ofthe oil-immersion objective lens, used like in this study, there is refraction at the
oil-glass interface and at the glass-nucleus(medium) interface (see tigure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Use ofthe oil objective lens.

With Snellius law (2.3), the several refractions are given as in (2.6) and (2.7),
n glass
sin(a oi/ )
---=:.....-=

(2.6)

sin( aglass
)
n me1um
d"
__
...:::..__=

(2.7)

sin( a

medium )

n glass

with the a's the angles between the incident and refracted rays and the normal on the
refractive interface and the n's the refraction indices as described by Snellius law. The
subscript indicates the medium through which the ray passes. This combined with expressions
forthe NA,
(2.8)

results in the next expression for the bleaching cone a:

a = 90° - arcsin( NA )
nmedium

With nmedium=l.45 and NA=l.3, a=26.3°.
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(2.9)

2.3. Diffusion model.
In many diffusion models the bleached area is assumed to be straight in axial direction (e.g. a
bar or cylinder). This makes 2D diffusion calculations possible. But as stated insection 2.2
the bleached area has a shape like a cone and is not straight at all.
More fluorescent particles will be bleached compared with a straight bleached area.
To get an impression ofthe amount ofbleaching ofthe bleached cone compared with the
bleached straight bar, we calculate the cone volume Va with bleached cone a andrelate it with
the volume of the straight bar Va=90 where bleached cone a=90°.

ztL::
Figure 2.5: Volume bleached cone vs volume bleached straight bar.
With use of tigure 2.5 and simple geometry we find for Va=90 and Va,
Va= 90

= 2Yh · M · llZ ,

tflZ
I 1
Va =Va=90 +4• ( -·-llZ
·tan
- -a· M) '
2 2

(2.10)
(2.11)

with 2Yh the width of the chosen ROl and Mand llZ the bleached dimensions in X and Z
direction. With (2.1 0) and (2.11) the bleached fraction Vcl Va=9o is,
Va 1Va=9o

1
llZ
=1+-·--4 Yh·tana

(2.12)

When we substitute in (2.12) for example llZ=15 ~-tm, a characteristic value for example the
cell height, Yh=1 ~-tm and a=56.5° in case ofthe water dipping objective lens (see section
2.2), we can see that Vcl Va= 9 o~3.5. The amount ofbleaching ofthe bleached coneis 3.5
times the amount ofbleaching ofthe bleached straight bar.
This means that diffusion models to calculate diffusion coefficient D which assume a
bleached straight bar (a=90°) do underestimate D. In reality more particles have been
bleached and the recovery that takes place per unit of time is always less compared with a
bleached straight bar.
Diffusion to the bleached cone must be taken into account and therefore more extended 3D
calculations are needed.
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In this section the cone shaped bleaching volume is introduced in the model and the model is
derived in 3D.
The model is based on the solution of the diffusion equation with Green functions for the
starting value problem (De Muynck, 1991) (Carslaw, 1959). In (2.13) the diffusion equation
1s gtven,

ac
at

-=D·!!.C

(2.13)

'

with C the concentration of fluorescent particles dependent on spatial coordinates (X,Y,Z)
and timet, D the diffusion coefficient and!!. the operator~+

ax

82

82

+

ay 2 az 2

.

This equation can be solved with starting values,

P(X,Xo,O)

=0

and

BP~~,t) = 8(X- Xo), withK=(X,Y,Z) andXo=(Xo,Yo,Zo).

This leads to the final solution of a point source, the propagator P,
_
P(X_,Xo,t)-

1

8 . (1!Dt) 312

·ex
{

-((X- Xo) 2 + (Y- Yo) 2 + (Z- Zo) 2 )

J•

(2.14)

4Dt

with (Xo,Yo,Zo) the coordinate ofthe position ofthe diffusing particles. This propagator P
gives the effect on position (X, Y,Z) of diffusing particles from position (Xo, Yo,Zo) at timet.
Then the concentration C is given by the next integral,

C(X,Y,Z,t)=

1

· ff@?) ·ex
{
8. (1áJt) 312 G

-((X-Xo) 2 +(Y-Yo) 2 +(Z-Zo) 2 ) ~
odYodZo,
4Dt

(2.15)

the propagator P integrated over the whole volume of interest, e.g. the volume with beads and
the cell, and weighted with the concentration of fluorescent particlesf(Xo, Yo,Zo) at position
(Xo, Yo,Zo). Now the model is globally derived. The complete denvation can beseen in
appendix A.
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Figure 2. 6a: The bleached volume and the
volume G=G1+G2+G3+G4 that wil/ contribute
to diffusion.

.

Figure 2.6b: Bleaching cone a and
.
accompanyzng parameter a .

Propagator P has been derived for diffusive volumes with infinite borders.
The use of this propagator in this study makes it possible to determine an exact solution of the
integral in (2.15). In case ofFRAP with fluorescent beads this seems reasonable for the
volume of fluorescent beads outside the bleached volume G=G1+G2+G3+G4 (see tigure 2.6a)
is much larger than this bleached region. The weighting factor f(Xo, Yo,Zo) is set to the mean
value of 1 which stands for a mean value of the intensity in the contributing volume of 100%.
It has to be examined if the assumptions in this model are reasonable for cells too.
The width ofthe chosen ROl is 2Yh, from -Yh to + Yh.
It is also assumed that the mean behaviour of diffusing particles in each of the volumes
G1, G2, G3 and G4 is equal. Therefore only one of these volumes, let say G2, is enough to
describe the diffusion and in the integral of (2.15) only the borders of G2 have to be taken into
account. The total diffusion is four times the integral that describes diffusion of particles in
G2. Now, with use offigure 2.6b, we can determine the borders of G2 that have to be put into
the integral:
-oo ~ Xo < oo,
O~Zo<oo,

Yh+a·Zo~Yo<oo,

with a=1/a*.with these assumptions and simplifications the integral of(2.15) becomes,

OC)

1
C(X,Y,Z,lj=4·g (

)(3/2)
1t

Dt

OC)

I I

(

2

_(Y-Yo) ~~Z-Zo)

4

e

2)

(_ (X;;;) 2)
dZodYoe

dXo

Yh+aZo 0

(2.16).
The integration with respect to Xo leads to unity, so this part and the X dependenee
completely vanish. Therefore X can be set to 0. The resulting part of (2.16) becomes,
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C(O,Y,Z,t)~4·4

1

1
1tDt
[

1HZ.1
00

00

(

-

2

( Y-Yo) +(Z-Zo)
4Dt

e

2)

l

dZodYo

,

(2.17)

However we are interested in the mean measured concentration in the focal plane in the ROL
That means that the for the measured signal Z=O and we do nothave to calculate C(O, Y,Z,t) as
in (2.17), but C(O, Y,O,t) integrated from Y=-Yh to Y=+ Yh and divided by the 2Yh to get the
mean value Cm(t). This means that we have to calculate,
1 JYhl
-D

e

t

1t

Cm(t)

Joo (_(Y- ~ti+ zo2J

oo

-Yh Yh+a Zo

=

dZo dYo dY

(2.18).

0

Now with use ofsome substitutions (see appendix A) we can evaluate (2.18), with as
result,
Yh

Cm(t)

=

~

1

) - ,";,', )

J

!

1- Yh

e~ Yh + a Zo - Y)
2 {Di

fiDï

2

-

dZodY

(2.19).

- Yh 0

With partial integration the integral at the right hand side can be split in four new integrals
which can be solved one after another (see appendix A).
Finally this willlead to the complete solution for Cm(t),

rn;

I

2

C lt I = 1 + "V D t '1/ 1 + a mi 'I
Yh

fit

a {Di erl ~Dt)
Yh

1"V u

fit

t -

(2.20).

_

1

fiDï

1~J :~',) .,12 Yh2 {Di
+ a Zo ) dZo
0

~~

0
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Unfortunately the last term in the formula for Cm(t) is an integral that is not analytically
solvable. Figure 2. 7 shows the contribution from several parts of Cm(t) with some
characteristic values for a, D and Yh.
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2!Dt
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Figure 2. 7: Contributions to Cm(tJ for a =0.4, Yh =lpm and D =lpm2/s.

It is very clear that the contribution from the integral to Cm(t) is large and it would be an
advantage to be able to solve the integral.
However functions used in curvefitting programs have to be linear in the calculated
parameter, D in this case. They need not to be linear functions. Because function Cm(t) is not
linear in the unknown parameter D in any case, curve fitting programs are not able to perform
a curve fit. Therefore it is necessary to design an own curve fitting routine.
This is done in Maple8 (see also section 3.3) and because its built-in functions and operations
can be used, it is not necessary to simplify or make approximations ofthe integral. For the
curve fitting routine see section 3.3.
Dependent on the sample of interest and the way of performing the FRAP experiment, values
for a and Yh are set in the model Cm(t). Then the model is only dependent on time and
diffusion coefficient D. Because the measurement gives exact timepoints on which the data
has been collected, these timepoints are set in the model too. The only remaining unknown
parameter in the model is D. Figure 2. 8 shows two plots of the model for the same value of a
and Yh at the same timepoints t but for different values of D. It is clear that the smaller D in
tigure 2.8B results in slower recovery offluorescence.
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Figure 2.8: Plots ofthe diJfusion model Cm(t) with a=0.4 and Yh=l.
In (A): D=l J.Un 2lsec. and in (B): D=0.25 J.Un 2/sec.
Now it is possible to calculate the predicted value for Cm(t) at timepoints t with a specific
value of D. All the predicted model values can be compared with the measured data.
In this way it is possible to determine the value forD that gives the best fit between the model
and the measurement. This value of Dis a measure ofthe mobility ofthe particles.
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Chapter 3
Materials and methods.
This chapter describes all materials and techniques which are used.
Insection 3.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is explained, as this is the
technique that enables to perform FRAP experiments. Insection 3.2 an explanation ofFRAP
is given, together with the FRAP settings used in this study and the software settings of the
confocal microscope as needed in this research.
Insection 3.3 an explanation ofthe data processing with the diffusion model is given.
In the experiments and measurements samples of living cells and fixed cells with Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP), neededas a fluorescent label in CLSM, are used. Next to cells
also samples of fluorescent beads are used. At last section 3.4 describes the preparatien of the
beads and cells, together with cell culture.

3.1. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy.
In biologica! science Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is an important
visualisation technique. In figure 3.1 the basic principal of CLSM is illustrated.

OBJECT1VE LENS

-

IN-FOOUS LIGHT RAYS
OUT..()f.f'()CU8 LIGHT RAYS

Lance Ladic
flldlc@cs.ubc.ca

figure 3.1: Basic principle of CLSM

In this study a BlO-RAD MicroRadiance confocal microscope was used, which is supplied
with 3 laser units: a 16 mW Argon laser (514 nm/5 mW max, 488 nm/5 mW max, 476 nm/3
mW max and 457 nm/3 mW max.), a 1.4 mW Green HeNe laser (543 nm) and 5 mW Red
laser diode (638 nm).
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The laser line used here is the 488 run line from the Argon laser. This line has the required
energy to illuminate the GFP-molecules.
The laser light emanating from the illuminating aperture is focused by the objective lenstoa
single spot in the specimen (the cell). In case of fixed cells, aNikon Sfluor 40x objective lens
was used. This is an oil-immersion lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.3. In case of
living cells a water-dipping Nikon Fluor WD 40x lens with NA=0.8 was used. By appropriate
choice of optie filters, only fluorescent light from the illuminated spot in the focal plane is
focused by the objective at the confocal aperture, the place ofthe detector. Fluorescence from
regions out of the focal plane is out of focus at the confocal aperture and is therefore largely
excluded from the detector.
The detector is a photo multiplier system that translates the measured signal in an 8-bit
intensity value ofthe fluorescent spot.
By scanning the laser beam in a grid pattem across the focal plane of the specimen and
measuring the intensity of every point, a 2D image can be made. A 3D image can be made by
stepwise adjusting the focal plane ofthe objective toa specific level, record a 2D image of
each plane and render the images of all 2D slices to one 3D image.

3.2. Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP).
FRAP is used to measure mobility of molecules in samples, for example proteins in living
cells, in termsof diffusion coefficients D. Here diffusion is the at random mobility of proteins
and not diffusion caused by a concentration gradient.

Sample (nucleus)

(A)

Zoom and bleach ROl
with 100% LP

(8)

Bleached ROl
(C)

Figure 3.2: Schematic picture ofthe principle ofFRAP.
In this schematic picture it is to be seen that first a nucleus (or a specific area in a sample) has
to be chosen. Take a picture (in XY-plane) with imaging (low) laser power (LP) (e.g. 5% of
maximum LP) and focus on the focal plane (3.2.A).
Next choose a Region Of Interest (ROl). In this study the ROl is chosen as depicted in figure
3.2B. Then the bleached area within the sample has the shape as assumed in figure 2.5,
section 2.3. Zoom in to the ROl with maximum zoomand scan with 100% LP.
The result will be bleaching offluorescence in the ROl (3.2.C).
At last the recovery of fluorescence in the ROl has to be measured with imaging laser power,
for example by taking an image every second during 2 minutes (until fluorescence is back to
the final value).
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3.3. Data processing with the diffusion: model.
In many FRAP models ideal bleaching and recovery are assumed. Picture 3.3 shows a curve
of an ideal FRAP experiment.
Intensity (o/t)
100

80
60

40
20

0._----------------------~
0
Time(sec.)
Figure 3.3: !deal recovery curve.

Ideal FRAP is characterised by bleaching to 0% of intensity in a very short time compared to
recovery time. As a consequence measurement of recovery will start at t = 0.
By bleaching it is impossible to reeover to 100% intensity. Some signal will be lost, for
example 20% and therefore recovery will reach 80% of maximum intensity.
In practise recovery is less ideal as described above. Bleaching will not lead to 0% of
intensity and time delays due to switching of the confocallaser scanning microscope between
each phase of the FRAP experiment, measurement of recovery appears to start at a later point
as desired. Thereby imaging during recovery itselfwilllead to bleaching.
After measuring the recovery curve, all these points have to be accounted for in the model.
Bleaching during imaging has been measured (see section 4.1.2) and before the model is used
to determine D the measured data from the FRAP experiment is adapted for this bleaching.
Because diffusion as considered here is the random movements of partieles, the amount of
bleaching does not influence the mobility; more bleaching will not lead to quicker diffusion in
first instanee compared with less bleaching. Therefore in the data processing only the
percentage recovery is taken into account. E.g. when by bleaching intensity drops from 100%
to 40% compared with the mean intensity value of the prebieach phase and intensity reeovers
to 80%, in the data processing with the model the value of 40% intensity is set to 0% at
t=lh:deltatime and intensity reeovers 40% (40% to 80% in reality). Here deltatime is the time
between two recovery images. At t=O no recovery has taken place and at t=deltatime some
diffusion might have taken place in the first part ofthe image.
So the measured mean intensity value in the ROl is assumed to have taken place at
t=lh·deltatime. The model is fitted tothese values and the values ofthe time points are
changed toa value relative to t=lh·deltatime.
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In order to determine the diffusion coefficient of molecules and proteins, the model is curve
fitted with measured data from the FRAP experiment. To do this it is made use ofMaple8, a
computer software system for advanced mathematics. It provides a unique environment for
rapid development of mathematica! programs using its vast library ofbuilt-in functions and
operations.
Two Mapie-files have been made to perform the curve fit (Curvefitl.mws) and toplot the
model with the calculated best fitting diffusion coefficient together with measured data
( Curvefit2.mws).
These files also make two data files. Curvefitl.mws produces a file (jilel.asc) with values of
diffusion coefficient D with accompanying values of chi-square, summed squared differences
between the values of the model and the measured values, divided by the value of the model.
Curvefit2.mws produces a file (jile2.asc) with a table oft, the normalised value ofthe model
at time point t, the normalised measured value at time point t and chi-square.
The Maple-files, together with an example ofjilel.asc andfile2.asc, can beseen in
appendix B.
First with Curvefitl.mws the curve fit is performed.
In the first part of the file all parts of the model Cm(t) are summed and values for a, the
bleaching cone parameter and Yh, half of the width of the bleached area, are put into the
model. Then the values of the time points t with its corresponding measured data values of all
the phases of the FRAP experiment (pre bleach, bieach and recovery phase) are read into a
variabie (data). From this variabie the mean ofthe first five pre bieach values is calculated.
This is used to normali se all values of the recovery data. In this way it is easy to determine the
percentage of molecules that has been bleached and to what value has been bleached.
Then all measured data ofthe recovery phase is also put into another variabie (dat).
This makes it easy to calculate a correction factor for the model, compared with the real
amount ofbleaching, measured in the experiment. This correction is needed for, independent
ofthe value of D, the model prediets some final value ofnormalised intensity, dependent on
the bleached cone and the width of the bleached area. In the real experiment the amount of
bleaching can be different, dependent on the place ofthe bleached area. E.g. if during
bleaching the area does not show any intensity then the amount ofbleaching is zero, but
recovery can lead to intensity in this area after some time. This correction is made with
variabie meetinfinity, the final normalised value ofthe measured data minus the normalised
value of intensity just after bleaching divided by the final normalised value of the model.
Then the value of D in the model is varied and the corrected value ofthe model is compared
with the normalised measured data until the diffusion coefficient with the smallest value of
chi-square has been found.
With Curvefit2.mws the model with the best fitting value of D together with the measured
data is plotted. Now the value of D found with Curvefitl.mws is used in Curvefit2.mws. This
file looks the same as Curvefitl.mws but now also the data as in file2.asc described above is
produced.

3.4. Samples and preparation technique.
In this section the preparation of the beads and cells, together with cell culture is discussed.
Section 3.4.1. describes the preparation of samples with fluorescent beads.
Section 3.4.2. describes the cells used in this study, cell culture and the preparation ofthe
cells.
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3.4.1. Fluorescent beads.
The beads used in this study are fluorescent microspheres (2% solids in distilled water, called
the stock from now on) with a diameter of 0.2 f.tm (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon
USA/Leiden, The Netherlands). Before use the beads must he detached in a sonicator for they
might stick together by electrostatic forces.
The beads are used in FRAP measurements to determine the diffusion coefficient.
To slow down the diffusion beads from the stock are suspended in several mixtures of
glycerol and distilled water (50%, 25% and 12.5% glycerol).
Also dilutions (1 %, 20% and 50%) from the stock ofbeads in distilled water are used.
Then the mixtures are drawn into glass capillary microslides (Cam1ab, Cambridge, England),
which can he put under the oi1 objective lens. The microslides are flat rectangular open-ended
glass microcapillary tubes with precision optica! path 1engths. The outside dimensions are 0.3
x 1.2 mm and the length is 50 mm. The viewing path is 0.1 mm. To prevent the samples from
drying out, the microslides are put on object s1ides and fastened with a droplet ofrapid
mounting medium Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) at each si de of the open ends of the
microslides.
3.4.2. Cells: culture and preparation.
The cells used in this study were Chinese Hamster ovary cells (CHO cells), transfected with
cDNA encoding 1amin proteins fused to the Green Fluorescent Protein (lamin-GFP).
The GFP was fused to the amino-terminal site ofthe A-type lamin cDNA and the chimeric
protein is found at the nuclear periphery of transfected CHO cells. The lamin-GFP fusion
proteins are properly incorporated into the nuclear lamina. In this way we have stabie
transfectants ofCHO cells, expressing lamin C-GFP, with a growth rate comparable to
untransfected CHO cells (Broers, 1999).
In order to simulate EDMD, next to CHO cells transfected with normallamin C-GFP, called
CGFP's from now on, also CHO cells transfected with mutated lamin C-GFP are used, called
C453. This name was chosen because the mutation is on position 453 ofthe lamin A and C
encoding gene (Hutchison, 2001).
Also CHO cells with free mobile GFP were used, called PS65. In these cells the GFP has not
bound to structures and therefore it can he thought as free mobile (Broers, 1999).
lt makes the cell overall fluorescent.
Cell culture
CHO cells were grown on HAM's F12 medium (ICN Biomedicals Inc., Costa Mesa, CA,
USA) supplemented with 10% foetal calfserum (FCS, Gibco Life Technologies Ltd.),
2mM L-Glutamine (Serva, Heidelberg) and 50 f.tg/ml Gentamycine (AUV, Cuijk Holland).
Cell cultures were maintained in an incubator with 5% C02 at 37°C.
In order to refresh the cells, they were detached with Trypsine-solution. The Trypsinesolution consists ofphosphate-buffered-saline (PBS, containing 8 g/1 NaCl, 0.2 g/1 KCL,
1.15 g/1 Na2HP04 and 0.2 g/1 KH2P04 at pH 7.4), supplemented with 0.125 g/100 ml Trypsine
(ICN Biomedica1s Inc., Costa Mesa, CA, USA), 0.02 g/100 m1 EDTA and 0.02 g/100 ml
glucose.
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Preparation technique
Measurements were performed on living as wellas fixed cells. Preparation ofboth kind is
different.
Coverslips (0.17 mm thick and 1.8 cm diameter) were sterilised in a hot flame before use.
Cells were grown for one day in the incubator in a 6-well plate on the coverslips
with 2 ml medium. To enhance fluorescence in the living cells, they were further grown at
30°C for up to 3 days prior to measurements (Broers, 1999). During measurements the
coverslips with cells are placed in round cell culture dishes (diameter is 30 mm) with about 3
ml medium and put under the microscope with the cells at the side ofthe objective.
Fixation of cells with enhanced fluorescence consisted ofthe following steps:
1. Cells were washed in PBS for 1 minute.
2. PBS was replaced by 4% formaldehyde (FA) in PBS for 10 minutes (FA as
fixative).
3. Formaldehyde was replaced by washing in PBS (2 times for 5 minutes) on a
shaking device.
4. The PBS was removed and the coverslip was dried with soft tissue.
5. The coverslip was put on an droplet mounting medium
(10%, 0.2 M TRIS/HCl; 90% Glycerol (n=l.46); DAPCO) on an object slide (side
with cells in the mounting medium). The mounting medium provides a better
adaptation to different refractive indices: air-glass-mounting medium-cytoplasm
instead of air-glass-air-cytoplasm.
The object slide can be put under the microscope with the coverslip at the side ofthe
objective. To prevent the coverslip from moving during measurements, some dropiets ofnail
polish on the edge ofthe coverslip are used tofasten the coverslip to the object slide.
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Chapter 4
Results and discussion.
In this chapter all measurements are described and the results will be presented and discussed.
Paragraph 4.1 describes characteristics ofthe laser ofthe confocal microscope which is used
in FRAP experiments. This includes the dimensions of the laser beam: the laser beam profile
(4.1 .1), and bleaching caused by prolonged imaging with low laser power (4.1.2).
In paragraph 4.2 the bleached cone will be calculated from measurements with fixed cells.
This bleached cone is necessary as a parameter in the diffusion model.
Finallyin paragraph 4.3 FRAP measurements with beads and living cells will bedescribed
and their diffusion coefficients will be determined.

4.1. Laser characteristics.
To measure the laser beam profile samples with overall fluorescent fixed cells (PS65) have
been examined. These measurements are described in section 4.1.1.
Also experiments have been performed todetermine the amount ofbleaching during long
lasting imaging with imaging laser power. These experiments have been done with
fluorescent lamin-GFP CHO cells. These measurements are described in section 4.1.2.
4.1.1. Laser beam profile.

To determine the laser beam profile, two different experiments have been performed. First
only one line is bleached with 100% LP by performing line scans. The frame is
512lines times 512 pixels each line. The zoom is 10 and consequently the pixel size is 0.06
).!ID. Then the number of line scans is varied. An example of a cell with bleached lines with
different amounts of line scans is depicted in tigure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Cel/ with different amount of bleaching fine scans.
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The number ofline scans intheupper bleached area is 10, foliowed by 20, 30 till100 line
scans in the lowest bleached area.
With public domain ImageJ 1.29x a rectangular area is drawn across the bleached line. The
bleached percentage is determined by plotting the mean intensity profile of this area.
The results can beseen in figure 4.2. The legend at the right offigure 4.2 shows the number
of used line scans.
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Figure 4.2: Bleached p ercentage vs number ofbleaching fine scans (LP =JOO%).
This figure clearly shows that the more line scans are performed, the more bleaching occurs.
Officially the width of a (Gaussian) laser beam is defined as the width at l/e2 times maximum
laser power in the middle ofthe beam (Pedrotti, 1993). This means that the width is at about
13.5% of maximum laser power. However at the University Maastricht no devices were
available to measure the real laser power. Therefore it has been decided to measure the beam
width with bleaching experiments like this one.
Because the used laser power is always 100% of maximum power, the dimension ofthe laser
beam must be independent ofthe number ofline scans. Figure 4.2 confirms this calculation.
The number of line scans is related with the amount of deposited energy in the bleached area.
We can get a measure ofthe laser power by dividing the bleached percentage by the
illumination time during bleaching or by the number of line scans. When we compare the
bleached percentage from 1 line scan with 100 line scans, it can be seen that those divisions
do not result in comparable curves: the effect ofthe division is larger with 100 line scans then
with 1line scan. The position ofthe level of 13.5% of maximum laser power will differ a lot.
Therefore the actual beam size is difficult to calculate.
Much more important in FRAP experiments is the width of a bleached spot w that describes
the interaction of the laser beam with a fluorescent sample. From this measurement we can
determine w. From figure 4.2 the mean beam width w= 1.47 ± 0.24 IJ.m.
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Next to variating the number ofline scans as above, the second experiment is variating the
laser power used to bieach and scan the same number of lines. Here we have chosen to scan
15 lines for in this measurement it appears to result in a same bleached percentage compared
with scanning more lines. The results can beseen in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Bleached percentage vs LP.
This figure shows that more LP results in more bleaching. The curve of 100% LP has a flat
course at its top. This means that some saturation exists. The power in areas outside the
middle of the laser beam is sufficient to completely bieach fluorescence in the cell.
The di mension of the laser beam can be overestimated for at the edges of the beam there can
also exist saturation. The curve with 75% LP does not show this saturation so this amount of
laser power is enough to bieach all fluorescence in some area. Ho wever the edges of the laser
beam with 100% LP and 75% LP show much similarity.
So the dimension ofthe laser beam can be determined witheither 100% LP or 75% LP.
This results in a beam width of w=1.12 ± 0.12 ~-tm.
Because with 100% LP and 15 line scans there is some saturation, this can also happen in the
first experiment with 100% LP and a variabie number of line scans. Probably this is the
reason for the larger beam width, compared with w=1.12 ~-tm . Probably the w from the first
experiment can better be determined with the curves of up to 10 line scans.
When this is done, one finds a maximum value ofw= 1.56 ~-tm with 4 line scans and a
minimum ofw= 1.43 ~-tm with 10 line scans.
Because less line scans dosometimes show a larger w then 10 line scans, the value ofw=1.12
~-tm, determined with the second method, is probably better.
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In FRAP experiments this result for w means that when a ROl is chosen with a specific width,
the really affected width is larger and the value of Yh in the model has to be corrected for this.
For example under normal imaging conditions with a frame of256lines times 256 pixels and
when the zoom is 5, the pixel size is about 0.242 IJ.m. When the width ofthe ROl is 8 pixels,
which is similar with about 1.936 IJ.m, the really width ofthe ROl is 1.936 + 2·(Y2 · (1.120.242)) = 2.814 IJ.m, thus 0.878 IJ.m larger.
The value of Yh in the model has to be corrected for this with Y2 · 0.878 = 0.439 IJ.m.
4.1.2. Bleaching during imaging.

Bleaching during imaging is only apparent with cells and not with beads. The beads are very
fluorescent and low imaging laser power does not affect this fluorescence.
The experiments todetermine the amount ofbleaching by imaging in cells have been done by
3% and 5% laser power (LP) and a scan speed of 500 and 750 lines per second (lps). The
zoom factor is always set to 5. These are characteristic imaging conditions for fluorescent
cells. The results are obtained by measuring the mean intensity in a cell before long lasting
imaging and the mean intensity after prolonged imaging. The frame size is always 256x256
pixels. The results are depicted in table 1.

Tab/e 1: Amount of bleaching by imaging at different LP and scan speed[% I sec.].
LP(%)
Scanspeed=SOO lps
Scanspeed=750lps
0.0100
3
0.0081
0.0224
5
0.0154
When we compare this with earlier results with other zoom factor and LP but scanspeed=500
lps (table 2 and figure 4.4) (Dupuis, 2002), then one can see that next to greater decrease of
intensity, the shape ofthe graph at zoom=7 is smoother than at zoom=3.6. Thereby energy
deposition is dependent on the square ofthe zooming factor. One would expect that bleaching
during imaging with zoom=7 is (713.6) 2 times bleaching with zoom=3.6. In table 2 this is not
seen. Therefore results in table 1 are compared with the results ofbleaching by imaging with
zoom=7 and LP=5%.
With zoom=5 and scanspeed=500 lps one expects (517i · 0.0450.= 0.0230% I sec. bleaching
with LP=3% and (517i · 0.0204 = 0.0104% I sec. bleaching with LP=5%.
The amounts of0.0100% I sec. and 0.0224% I sec. in table 1 match these values rather good
and show a deviation of about 3%.
One also expects that the scan speed affects these bleaching results, for this is a measure of
the time of staying at each pixel and thus the amount of energy deposition.
With scanspeed=750 lps one expects (500/750) · 0.0100 = 0.0067% I sec. bleaching with
LP=3% and (500/750) · 0.0224 = 0.0149% I sec. bleaching with LP=5%.
The value in table 1 with LP=5% does agree with a deviation of about 3% but the value with
LP=3% deviates 21%.
This shows that bleaching during imaging can vary much. Therefore it is better to determine
the amount ofbleaching for every new sample with cells again.
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Table 2: Amount ofbleaching by imagingat different LP and zoom[% I sec.}.
LP(%) Zoom=3.6
Zoom=7
0,0022
0,0041
0,0199
0,0129
0,0309
0,0780
0,0780
0,0925

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

0,0204
0,0291
0,0450
0,0611
0,0703
0,1051
0,1751
0,2675
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Figure 4.4: Amount ofbleaching vs LP at zoom=3.6 and zoom=7.
Figure 4.4 shows that imaging laser power above 6% increases rapidly, independent ofthe ·
zooming factor. Therefore it is necessary to use less than 6% imaging laser power during
recovery. In our experiments we choose 5% LP at most.

4.2. Bleached cone.
The bleached cone has been measured with fixed fluorescent lamin-GFP CHO cells, but the
determination is rather difficult (see for example figure 4.6F) with large errors as result.
Like in section 2.2 bleached cone a can be calculated theoretically for several samples with
different media. Each medium has its own refraction index (see table 3),
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Table 3: Bleached cone a versus refraction index n.
Refraction index n

n=l.45

Bleached cone a

(medium in cells) (*)

26.3°

n=l.355 (12.5% glycerol in distilled H20) (**)

16.4°

n=1.372 (25% glycerol in distilled H20) (**)

18.6°

n=1.407 (50% glycerol in distilled H20) (**)

22.5°

( *) : Huygens manual.

( **) : calculatedfrom BINAS

In the next section 4.2.1 bleached cone a is measured with samples of fixed cells on object
slides with the oil-immersion objective lens (NA=l.3). This acan he compared with the
theoretically calculated a in table 3. lf there is resemblance, then we can assume that
calculated a's can also he used in FRAP measurements with beads in water-glycerol mixtures
in microslides.
The bleached cone is measured with the YZ-projection of a collection of Z-slices.
Figure 4.5 shows an example ofan image with an XY-projection ofthe cellat a specific
height Z (4.5A), the XZ-projection (4.5B) and the YZ-projection ofthe collection of
Z-slices (4.5C). When a ROl in an XY-image from the left to the right ofthe cellis bleached,
the bleached cone can heseen in the YZ-projection.

(C)
YZ-projection

(A)
XY-projection

(B)
XZ-projection

Figure 4.5: An XY-, XZ- and YZ-projection of a colZeetion ofZ-slices.
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4.2.1. Measurement of bleached cone.
In figure 4.6 several bleached cones in the YZ-projection in different cells can be seen.
Figures 4.6A and B, 4.6C and D and 4.6E and F are YZ-projections in the sarne cell but at
different X-levels.

Figure 4. 6: Bleached co nes in fixed cells.
From these pictures a can be calculated by drawing lines along the borders of the bleached
area and calculating the angle between such a line and the focal plane (see the definition of
bleached cone a in section 2.1, figure 2.1 and the example in 4.6B). However this can be very
difficult for, as can beseen in figure 4.6D and 4.6F, the cell does also showsome areas with
less fluorescence compared withother parts ofthe celland the borders are not very clear. This
makes it difficult to draw the borders.
Therefore the error in the a determination is rather large. Figure 4.6A , 4.6B and 4.6E have
been used todetermine a. The results are depicted in table 4.
Table 4: Bleached cones a.
Figure
a CO)
4.6B

±9
70 ± 9

4.6E

62 ± 9

4.6A

The errors are based on the accuracy in
distances when drawing the borders.
From table 4 the bleaching cone appears to
be a=68° ± 9°.

71
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Although the error in the determined ais large, about 14%, the deviation from this
a=68° ± 9° with the theoretically calculated a=26.3° is much larger.
The main reason can be a focussing effect ofthe laser beam. See for example (Pedrotti, 1993).

I
Laser

Focused laser beam

d~)...

Figure 4. 7: Focussing a laser beam with a converging lens.

As in tigure 4.7 the objective lens can maximally focus the laser beam toa spot of diffraction
limited spot size. This means that the beam is flattened insteadof a completely straight beam
focussed to a point image. When one looks at for example tigure 4.6A this flattening can
probably be seen.
The exact shape of the flattened bleached cone is not easy to be calculated, but we can make
some estimations based on formulas for the beam divergence angle rp, the angle that defines
the angular spread of the extemallaser beam, and the diameter dof a diffraction limited spot
ofthe focussed laser beam (see tigure 4.7),
,~,
'f'

= 1.27 ·A
D

d=f·rp,

'

(4.1)

(4.2)

with A the wavelength ofthe laser light (488 nm), D the diameter ofthe laser beam at its beam
waist and fthe focallength of a convergent lens (the objective) (Pedrotti, 1993).
The exact value forD is not known, but when we assume this to be approximately as large as
the opening ofthe objective, D must be between 1 and 2 mm. The value ford can vary
between A=488 nm (see tigure 4.7) and the determined beam profile w=l.12J.!m insection
4.1.1.
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With use of tigure 4.8 we can make an estimation for bleached cone

~

------.T.~~P.r

_____ Focal
d
Figure 4.8: Bleached cone a by a laser beam with beam divergence rp and diameter d ofthe
spot of the focussed laser beam.

With (4.1) and (4.2) we can write forf,

f

d·D
= 1.27 ·À'

(4.3).

With use of (4.3) and tigure 4.8 we tind for a,

a = arctan(

f

(D-d)/2

) = arctan(--2-·d_·D_ _)

(4.4).

1.27·À·(D-d)

Bleached cone a can be calculated with the values ford and D on the previous page and
A-=488 nm (see table 5),
Table 5: Bleached cone a versus beam waist diameter D and diameter offocussed laser beam
spot d
Diameter of focussed laser beam spot d (m)
Beam waist diameter D (m)

488·10-9

1.12·10-6

1·10-3

a=57.6°

a=74.6°

2·10-

3

a=57.6°

a=74.5°

These calculated a's have more resemblance with the measured a and because the
measurement ofthe laser beam profile results in w=1.12 J..tm, the value of awith these value
ford is probably better. Besides the refraction of laser light at the glass-medium interface is
away from the normal to the refraction plane. This willlead to a smaller value for aso that
there is even more resemblance with the measured a.
This means that the measured a=68° ± 9° is probably a better estimation ofthe real bleached
cone then the theoretically determined a in section 2.2 and 4.2.
This results in the model for parameter a: a=1/tan(68°)~0.4.
This effect does affect a in case of the water dipping obj ective lens too.
Theoretica! a=56.5° and probably this is a minimum value. Maybe also in this case it is better
to use the measured value a=68° and thus a=0.4.
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4.3. FRAP measurements.
This section describes and discusses all FRAP measurements.
The measurements with fluorescent beads are described first in section 4.3 .1.
The measurements with cells are described in section 4.3 .2. Unfortunately these could not be
performed because of limitations of the confocal system and severe software bugs, which will
be explained in this section.

4.3.1. FRAP measurements with beads.
In the experiments with fluorescent beads, the bleached cone parameter a is always 0.4. The
chosen value of Yh can be different and is indicated in the text or at the figures (see also
appendix C).
The first experiments have been done with t~e fluorescent beads from the stock in 12.5%
glycerol-water mixture. In these experiments Yh is always 1.439 !J.m. Figure 4.9 is a
characteristic picture of the plot of the measured reecvered fraction versus time in seconds
together with the best fitting line, produced by the model and the curve fitting files
(Curvefit 1. mws and Curvefit2. mws). For other measurements see appendix C.
0.4 Rec. fract.

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

20

40

60

BO

t (sec.)
100

2

Figure 4.9: beads in 12.5% glycerol, D=0.133 ;.mz /sec.

With these measurements the influence on the value of D ofthe error of9° in the bleached
cone a and the error in Yh of 0.12 !J.m is determined. Therefore first the calculation of Dis
also performed with a=l/tan(77°}===~0.23 and a=1/tan(59°}~0.60.
This results in an error in D of 7 .5%.
Next the calculation of Dis also performed with Yh=1.24 !J.m and Yh=1.00 !J.m.
This results in a large error in D of 20%. These errors have to be taken into account, but from
now on they will not be depicted anymore.
The FRAP measurements have also been done with beads from the stock in 25% glycerolwater and 50% glycerol-water mixtures. Figure 4.1 OA and 4.1 OB show characteristic pictures
of these measurements.
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Figure 4.10: Beads in glycerol-water mixtures.
2
A: 25% glycerol, D=0.098 J.Un /sec. (Yh=l.526 J.Un).
2
B: 50% glycerol, D=0.076 J.Un /sec. (Yh=2.251 J.Un).

All the other measurements can beseen in appendix C.
In measurements on samples with the same amount of glycerol (12.5%, 25% or 50% glycerolwater mixtures) it is expected that the calculated value of Dis the same.
The results are depicted in table 6,
Table 6: Mean value of D in different samples.
Sample

2

D (~m /sec.)

12.5% glycerol in water

0.127 ± 0.020

25% glycerol in water

0.095 ± 0.020

50% glycerol in water

0.083 ± 0.071

The error in D is based on the maximum deviation of a calculated D from the mean value.
The mean value of D does show the expected trend: the more glycerol, the lower D because of
the high viscosity of glycerol compared with water. However the deviation in D is very large,
especially when 50% glycerol is used, so this means that within a sample with a specific
amount of glycerol the calculated value of D can differ a lot and samples with a completely
different amount of glycerol can anyhow show the same value of D. Several things can be the
cause of it.
When we look at the correction factor needed in the model and calculated from the measured
data (see section 3.3), for example from experiments with beads in 25% glycerol in water, it
can be seen that these values vary from 0.504 to 0.606. Because the normalised final value of
the model is always the same, this means that the normalised measured final value minus the
normalised value just after bleaching is not the same. Thus either the normalised measured
final value or the amount ofbleaching differs.
This probably means that the used samples, either the glycerol or the beads, are not
homogeneous suspended at the moment the experiment was performed.
Especially when 50% glycerol in water is used it is most difficult to mix the beads with the
glycerol and water because ofthe high viscosity ofthe solution. So justin these samples we
expect the inhomogeneous suspension to be most apparent and thus the largest deviation in
the mean value of D.
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To test the model it would be an advantage when we could determine the value of Dfree of free
diffusing particles. To achieve the circumstances of free diffusion particles, the density of
beads from the stock must probably be lower. Therefore several samples with dilutions of
beads from the stock in 100% distilled water have been used.
Figure 4.11 shows experiments with these samples.
Rec. &act.

Rec. &act.
0.5

o.e

0.1

0

20«160

Figure 4.11: Dilutions of beads in 100% water.
A: 1% beads in water, D=0.152 J.01l!sec. (Yh=1.526 ;.on).
B: 5% beads in water, D=0.218;m/!sec. (Yh=1 .526 ;.on).
C: 50% beads in water, D=0.183 ;.on 2/sec. (Yh=1.526 ;.on).

However, as can beseen in figure 4.11A and B, several different fractions ofbeads in 100%
distilled water give a fluctuating signal so that it is difficult to determine D very accurate.
Thereby, although we expect the values of D to be the same, the measurement with 5% beads
shows a higher D compared with 1% beads and a lower D compared with 50% beads, with as
result for the mean value of D for beads in water D=0.183 ± 0.059 !lm2/sec.
Figure 4.11B does also show a negative value ofthe reeavered fraction, that means that more
beads leave the ROl than that enter the ROl so in first instanee this sample does not show the
characteristic recovery of a FRAP experiment.
But although the amount ofbeads is much lower than used in the other FRAP experiments
with beads in glycerol, and D could be similar with Dfree z2.2 ;.on 2/sec. in the case of free
diffusion (Pluen, 1999), the outcome is about ten times lower than Dfree·
In spit ofthe low amount ofbeads they seem to impede each other too much to have free
diffusion. Much lower concentrations ofbeads are not suited for quantitative FRAP.
In this case there might be no bleaching and recovery, since due to the low concentratien there
could be no particles in the ROl during the bleaching phase and during the recovery phase
sametimes particles move into the ROland sametimes particles move out ofthe ROl,
resulting in a fluctuating signal around zero when time elapses.
Then it is impossible to calculate a reasanabie value of D.
In summary we can say that the amount ofbeads used in the samples does describe FRAP
circumstances well, but because ofthe high density ofbeads, they probably impede each
other. This does not happen or happens less with small fluorescent molecules, for example
lamin-GFP proteins in living cells. This results in a lower value forD compared with Dfree in
distilled water or in glycerol-water mixtures.
Next to the lower D values that we found, it can beseen that sametimes the model prediets a
lower final reeavered fraction value compared with the measured data.
This is especially the case in the measurements with beads in 50% glycerol-water mixtures
and beads dilutions in water. Therefore it is very important to determine the measured final
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value carefully. This can be done for example by introducing a fourth phase in the FRAP
experiment to determine the long term behaviour of the sample.
In this phase several measurements are performed with a long pause between the
measurements, for example each ten seconds a measurement during ten minutes.
This enables a good determination of the correction factor meetinfinity in the model.
When the determination of the final value seems to be good, it would be an advantage when
the model prediets the same value forD when the measuring time is less.
Especially in case of living cells it is better to measure a short time for this will influence the
cells less compared with long measuring times. When the measuring time is long it is for
example possible that the cell moves during the experiment.
On the other hand when the model, with the same value of the correction factor, prediets the
same D when measuring time is less, then can be concluded that the used value for the
correction factor meetinfinity is really good, just like the value found forD.
In the experiments with beads in 12.5% and 25% glycerol-water mixtures the model fits the
measured data rather good, thus the final value and the correction factor seem to be
determined rather good. See figure 4.9, 4.10A and appendix C.
With the measurements ofbeads in 25% glycerol D has also been calculated basedon half of
the measuring time. Table 7 shows the results compared with the value of D based on the
complete measuring time.

Table 7: D based on half of the measuring time compared with D based on the complete
measuring time ofbeads in 25% glycerol-water mixtures.
2
2
Figure
D (J.1m /sec.)
D (J.1m /sec.)
Half of the measurin_g time.
Complete measuriJ!g time.
4.10A
0.098
0.098
Appendix C fig.5
0.080
0.081
Appendix C fig.6
0.108
0.115
Appendix C fig. 7
0.098
0.098
Appendix C fig.8
0.085
0.082
So the maximum error in D is about 6% in figure 6 in appendix C and therefore it is
reasonable that the found values forD in these experiments are good. The deviation between
the values that gives the error in the mean D shall probably be caused by the sample itself, as
explained above.
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With the measurements ofbeads in 50% glycerol D has also been calculated basedon half of
the measuring time and with the same value of the correction factor in the model as with the
complete measuring time. Table 8 shows the results compared with the value of D basedon
the complete measuring time.

Table 8: D basedon half ofthe measuring time compared with D basedon the complete
measuring time ofbeads in 50% glycerol-water mixtures.
2
2
Figure
D (J.lm /sec.)
D (J.lm /sec.)
Half of the measuring time.
Complete measuring time.
4.10B
0.065
0.076
Appendix C fig.9
0.121
0.154
Appendix C fig.1 0
0.023
0.035
Appendix C fig.11
0.059
0.072
Appendix C fig.12
0.076
0.091
In this case the maximum error is about 34% in figure 10 in appendix C. It is reasonable that,
next to the sample itself, also the final measured value and thus the correction factor are
wrong. In most cases the D based on half the measuring time is lower than D based on the
complete measuring time. This will result in even lower values of the model when time
elapses.
The measuring time was probably too small fora good determination ofthe final value.
4.3.2. FRAP measurements with cells.
In this section FRAP measurements with cells are described, but as already mentioned in the
beginning of section 4.3, unfortunately these measurements could not he performed in a
proper way because of limitations of the confocal system and severe software bugs. These
problems and difficulties will he explained in this section.
First it has to he mentioned again that the FRAP measurements with beads have been done to
create slow diffusion processes. It is necessary to have much signalleft at first moment of
measuring the signal. In slow diffusion processes the reecvered fraction at that moment is
limited and much recovery must still happen, in the measurements above between 30% and
40%.
Diffusion processes of cells happened to be about five times faster compared with beads (in
glycerol) and complete recovery lasted only about thirty seconds (Dupuis, 2002).
This means that it is necessary to measure the recovery as soon as possible and as fast as
possible for otherwise there is no recoveryleftand it is impossible to calculate D.
During this research it appeared that between the several phases in FRAP experiments (pre
bleach, bieach and recovery phase) there is a time delay caused by switching of the confocal
system to other scanning settings. Even if there are no changes between the settings of two
phases, it takes some time to switch to the next phase because the system has to verify this.
This time delay is caused by for example changing the laser power and zooming out from the
bieach phase to the recovery phase. Depending on the scan speed the time delay is about 4-5
sec. Table 9 gives the actual time delays depending on the scan speed,
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Table 9: Time delay of the co nfocal system versus scan speed.
Scan speed (lines per second)
Time delav (sec.)
166
3.766
500
3.922
1200
4.234
2400
6.891
Next to this time delay caused by the confocal system itself, the built-in software appeared to
have a severe bug when running a Multi-phase Time Course method like in the FRAP
experiments. In this kind of methods the actual scan speed appeared to be different compared
with the chosen scan speed. E.g. when the chosen scan speed was 500 lines per second and
the scanned frame was 256x256 pixels, one would expect a scanning time of (256 lines/500
lines per second) = 0.512 sec. However in reality the scanning time is about 1.078 sec.
Choosing a higher scan speed does not really improve the scanning time.
These two factors do really affect the possibility ofperforming FRAP experiments with living
cells: the system is too slow for the relatively fast diffusion processes in living cells with as
result that there was no recovery signalleft.
The only way to avoid the software bug with respect to the scan speed is performing FRAP
experiments with use of a script made by engineers from BIORAD, that has to be run
extemally without use of built-in facilities and that has been adapted in earlierresearch
(Dupuis, 2002). However by changes of procedure narnes in the software ofthe confocal
system it has notbeen possible to run the script up to now.
Due to these problems it was not possible to do FRAP experiments with living cells.
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Chapter 5
General conclusions and recommendations.
•

We have demonstrated that the combination ofFRAP (Fluorescence Recovery After
Photobleaching) experiments, using a confocallaser scanning microscope, with a
dedicated model ofthe diffusion process, which is driving the fluorescence recovery,
allows for the determination of the value of the diffusion coefficient D of fluorescent
beads in mixtures of glycerol and water.

•

The diffusion process can be adequately modelled by solving the diffusion equation with
the use ofGreen's functions forthestarting value problem, while the Propagator is the
solution of the diffusion equation with a point souree as starting value.

•

It is demonstrated that in the final solution, which is the integral of the propagator taking
into account the infinite borders, the conical geometry ofthe bleached cone and the width
of the bleached Region of Interest (ROl) have to be taken into account.

•

For living cells, it appears to be necessary to take into account the bleaching that occurs
during long lasting imaging. Furthermore it appears to be necessary that the imaging laser
power does not exceed 6% of the maximum laser power.

•

For samples with fluorescent beads, bleaching during imaging can be neglected in the
signal interpretation. This is caused by the very high dye content of the beads. Because of
this high dye content the used imaging laser power will normally not exceed 3% of
maximum laser power.

•

The values of the diffusion coefficient follow the expected trend: the higher the glycerol
admixture ratio, the lower the value of D becomes.

•

The error in Dis especially large for the 50% glycerol/water mixture. This is attributed to
an inhomogeneous suspension of the various components in these samples.

•

The model contains a correction factor that relates the final fluorescence value predicted
by the model to the finally measured fluorescence. In spite of this correction factor in
some FRAP measurements the model shows a lower final value compared with the last
measured value, especially in slow diffusion processes, for example with beads in 50%
glycerol in water. The correction factor appeared to be wrong, caused by a lack of
information about the long-term diffusion behaviour ofthe fluorescent species. Therefore
it is important to measure this long-term behaviour, resulting in a good correction factor.

•

The diffusion processes in living cells appear to be about five times faster compared to
beads, and complete recovery takes place in just thirty seconds. This means that, for being
able to measure the diffusion constant D in living cells, it is necessary to measure the
fluorescence recovery with an overall time resolution of less than one second. With the
present hardware and software, this is not possible.
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With respect to the conclusions from this research, some recommendations can be given.
•

The experimental error in a, the angle between the diverging laser beam and the focal
plane, results in an error in D of 7 .5%. The experimental error in the width of the bleached
ROl, which results from the error in the determined laser beam profile, causes an
additional error in D of20%. This calls fora more accurate determination of these two
quantities in future research.

•

In order to allow for an assessment of the absolute accuracy of the method for determining
the diffusion coefficient described in this thesis, it is recommended to perform
experiments in mixtures for which the diffusion coefficient is known in the literature.

•

In case of living cells the correction factor in the model can accurately be calculated. Only
the normalised value of the measured final intensity must be determined and this can be
done by looking at the intensity decrease in the rest of the cell and comparing it with the
intensity increase in the bleached ROL The final values ofboth have to converge.
This method is less useful in case of the samples with fluorescent beads in microslides for
then the volume is very large compared with a cell volume and the decrease of intensity
outside the ROl is not really measurable.

•

In order to be able to perform FRAP with living cells, it is necessary to have fast scanning
possibilities and therefore it is recommended to upgrade the software.
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Chapter 6
Technology assessment.
Research about the function of lamin- and emerin proteins and mutations in genes coding for
lamin and emerin has been going on for a long time.
Until about two years ago Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD), EDMD-related and
unrelated dilated cardiomyopathy and lipodystrophy were known as a consequence of lamin
mutations.
Ho wever the last two years the pace in which the influence of lamin and lamin mutations
becomes known is very high. In this relatively short period new diseases have been
discovered; Mandibuloacral dysplasia, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disorderand the HutchinsonGilford progeria syndrome. And research is going on.
Although the inherited disorders resulting from mutations in nuclear envelope proteins are
rare, they show that these proteins have several different cell-specific functions that are
essential for human health.
As explained in section 1.2 lamins and emerin seem to provide stability to the nucleus and on
the other hand lamin complexes seem to be involved in gene regulation. The relation between
these two functions is not completely understood. Therefore it is achallenge todetermine the
structure and organisation of A-type lamins in relation with the diseases.
Although in this research it was not possible to perform experiments with living cells, the
derived model in combination with FRAP might be able to make good calculations about
normal and mutated lamin mobility or at least is a good onset to give more insight in the
lamin structure.
Maybe this research can be a little contribution to the complete lamin research.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the diffusion model.
This section will show the complete denvation of the diffusion model.
The model is based on the solution of the diffusion equation with Green functions for the
starting value problem (De Muynck, 1991) (Carslaw, 1959). In (Al) the diffusion equation is
gtven,

ac
at

-=D·fl.C

(Al)

'

with C the concentration of fluorescent particles dependent on spatial coordinates (X, Y,Z) and
time t, D the diffusion coefficient and fl the operator

~+
ax

82

+

82

aY 2 az 2

•

This equation can be solved with starting values,

P(X_,Xo,O)

=0

and

8P(X Xo t)
~t-'

.

= b'(X -Xo), wtthX=(X,Y,Z) andXo=(Xo,Yo,Zo).

This leads to the final solution of a point source, the propagator P,

[x -xof +[Y- Yof + [z -zof
1

P(X_, Xo, t) =

S(n:Dt)

312

·e

4Dt

(A2)

with (Xo, Yo,Zo) the coordinate ofthe position ofthe diffusing particles. This propagator P
gives the effect on position (X, Y,Z) of diffusing particles from position (Xo, Yo,Zo) at time t.
Then the concentration C(~t) is given by the next integral,

C(X_,t)

=

1
8(n:/Jt)

312

•

J J JdXo dYo dZo f(Xo,Yo,Zo) · ( e

[x-xo]l+[Y-rof+[Z-Zof
4 1
D

J (A3)
,

GXo GYo GZo

with GXo, GYo and GZo the borders with respect to the integration in Xo, Yo and Zo direction
and f(Xo, Yo,Zo) the weighting factor of the concentration of diffusing particles at position
(Xo,Yo,Zo). Whenf(Xo,Yo,Zo) is assumed to be 1 which stands for amean value ofthe
intensity in the contributing volume of 100% and when (A3) is integrated from Xo=-oo .. oo
because ofthe chosen ROl (see section 2.3 and 3.2), the integration with respect to Xo leads
to unity so that the X dependenee completely vanishes.
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This results in the expression for CQ{,t),

l

J Je

C(X,t) = - - ·
4táJt

(r-ro]2+[Z-Zo)2
4 1
D

dYo dZo.

(A4)

GYo GZo

We actually measure the mean concentration Cm(t) in the ROl in the focal plane (Z=O) and
because the X dependenee has vanished, we may substitute X=O and Z=O.
So this means that weneed to calculate C(O, Y,O,t) orbetter the mean concentration,
Yh

Yh

fdY C(O,Y,O,t)
Cm (t)

fdY C(O,Y,O,t)

= --'-Y h""------:-:Yh--- = - ' - Y h " " - - - - - fdY

(A5)

2Yh

-Yh

with Yh half ofthe width ofthe ROl (see tigure Al a).
Figure Al indicates the assumed bleached volume (Ala) and the bleached cone a (Alb).

z

a* =tan(a)

y

Figure Al a: The bleached volume and the
volume G=G1+G2+G3+G4 that wil/ contribute
to diffusion.

Figure Al b: Bleaching cone a
and accompanying parameter
a.*

In case ofFRAP with fluorescent beads this seems reasanabie for the volume of fluorescent
beads outside the bleached volume G=G1+G2+G3+G4 (see tigure Al a) is much larger than
this bleached region. It is also assumed that the mean behaviour of diffusing particles in each
ofthe volumes G1, G2, G3 and G4 is equal. Therefore only one of these volumes, let say G2, is
enough to describe the diffusion and only the borders of G2 have to be taken into account. The
total diffusion is four times the integral that describes diffusion of particles in G2.
With use of tigure Al b we can determine the borders of G2 that have to be put into the
integral:
-oo :::; Xo < oo,
0:::; Zo< oo,
Yh + a.Zo ::s;Yo < oo,
with a=l/a*. This will result in the next expression for Cm(t),
}

dYo--·e
4táJt
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(Yo-Y]l+Zo 2
4 D1

(A6)

With the substitution Y*=Y-Yo (A6) becomes,

+Yh "'
"'
y'2+Zo2
4
1
cm(t) = - · IdY
I dZo I dY*--·e -4DI
2Yh -Yh 0
Yh+a·Zo-Y 47rlJt
and with U

Y*

= .J4Dï
4Dt

so dU

(A7)

,

1
v4Dt

= ,.-;-;::;-; dY *, (A7) becomes

4 +Yh "'
"'
1
1 -u2- Zo2
4 1
D
Cm(t) = - · I dY Idzo I dU - - · - · e
2Yh -Yh o
Yh+a·Zo-Y
..j4Dt 1r

(A8)

.fWi

When we evaluate (A8), we can write for Cm(t),

1 ·+IYh dY"'Idzo
Cm(t)=1-Yh -Yh 0
.
wtth erf(x)

=

2 XI
1

v:r

1

..j47rlJt

·e :;;1 ·erf(Yh+a·Zo-YJ ,
..j4Dt

(A9)

e- ç2 d~.

o

This expression for Cm(t) can he simplified by changing the order of integration and integrate
first with respect to Y (see also (AI2) in Intermezzo 1, page 50, for the integration ofthe error
function),

1
1 · e - :;;1 · {- (vh
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(A13)

These four terms, (AlO) through (A13), will be evaluated one after another and from now on
they are called CJ(t), C2(t), C3(t) and C4(t).
It is started with C1(t) and with partial integration,

4nt __
J]"' + "'JdZo-·e

~I+4Dta'

0

,.-;-;:::::

0

2

2
2
(1+a )Zo

v

4 1

,J;

·Zo so dU

2

2a
Zo_ }
4Dt.
·e _a_
4Dt
=
.J41lDt
Zo

Jdzo a· v4Dt ·e

"'

a
1+----===·
Yh . .J 41lDt 0

With the substitution U=

2

2

2

{[ - 4Dt
( a. zo
a
Ct(t)= 1+--==·
- · e _Zo_
4Dt · e r f Yh · .J4nDt
2
.J4Dt

=~I+4Dta'

(Al4).

· dZo we find for (AI4),

(Al5)

This finally leads to the solution for CJ(t),
(Al6)

Now integral (All) for C2(t) will be evaluated.
With substitution U

=~ 1 + a'
4Dt

· Zo so dU

=~ 1 + a'
4Dt

· dZo in (A 11 ), it follows for C2((),

(Al7)

This leads to the final solution for Cl(t),
(Al8)
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To solve integral (A12) for C3(t) we can split it up into two parts,

c3 (t) = - -1.
Yh

2

1

coJ

dZo

.e

_Zo_
4

Dt •

.J47rDt

0

(2Yh

+a · Zo)
a . Zo. erf ---==-.J4Dt

(A19)
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vh • e - 4Dt
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-·eri ( 2Yh + a . Zo ) .
Yh 0
.J47rDt
.J4Dt

(A20)

The second part (A20) of C3(t) is not analytically solvable so we canjust simplify this term a
little bit. The first part (A19) will be solved with partial integration, resulting in
r;::-:
(
Yh )
2
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a •"';/ LJl • erf _2__ - ~ •~ Jdzo e
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First we write for the square term in the exponent,

2 2
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=

With this substitution for the square term ofthe exponent, we find for (A21),
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.J4Dt
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And with the use of (AI3) in Intermezzo 2 page 50, this results in,
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.J:riJt 0
.J4Dt
00

Finally we have to solve integral (A13) for C4 (t).
oo
~
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First we write for the square term in the exponent,

-(l+a
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With this substitution for the square term ofthe exponent, we find for (A24),
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.
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With use of (AB) in Intermezzo 2, page 50, we can finally write for C4(t),

In summary the results for CJ(t), C2(t), C3(t) and C4(t) are,
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With these expressions the result for Cm(t)=CJ(t)+C2(t)+C3(t)+C4(t) is,
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Intermezzo 1:
The integration of the error function can be perforrned with partial integration;

Jeif(x) dx

=

J!e erf(x) dx =x· erf)x)- Jx ·}; e-x2 dx

u'

v

And this results in,
1

f
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eif(x) dx =x· eif(x) +..{;e-x ,

This result can be used in the more general expression,
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Intermezzo 2:
This intermezzo describes the integration of the next integral which is used in the denvation
of the diffusion model above,
00

fdx e-a(x+bf .
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With the substitution t
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this integral becomes,
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Appendix B
The curve fit routines.
Appendix B shows curve fit routines Curvefit i and Curvefit2 to calculate the best fitting D
value and to plot the corrected normalised model values together with the normalised
measured data. Also the output filesfilel.asc and a shortened version ofjile2.asc are shown
which are generated by the curve fit routines.

Curvejitl:
># Curvefitl program : datafile [filel.asc] DIFFERENCEA2/Integral value vs
D

># DIFFERENCE = nor.malised measured data value - corrected nor.malised
integral value.
> restart;
>with(plots):
>Q1:=1-1/sqrt(Pi*b*t)*Int(exp(ZoA2/(4*b*t))*erf((2*Yh+a*Zo)/sqrt(4*b*t)),Zo=O •• infinity):
Q2:=sqrt(b*t)*sqrt(l+aA2)/(Yh*sqrt(Pi)):
Q3:=-a*sqrt(b*t)*erf(Yh/sqrt(b*t))/{Yh*sqrt(Pi)):
Q4:=-sqrt{b*t)*sqrt(l+aA2)*exp(-YhA2/(b*t*(l+aA2)))*(1erf(a*Yh/(sqrt(l+aA2)*sqrt(b*t))))/(Yh*sqrt{Pi)):
#terms which form the model uncorrected for bleach in maasurement
Q:=(Ql+Q2+Q3+Q4):
a:=0.4: Yh:=1.439: #values of a and Yh in model
value(Q); #shows the expression for the model
>data:=readdata("C:\\data.txt",3): #read measured data file
starttime:=data[16,2]; #timepoint of first maasurement of recovery phase
deltatime:=data[17,2]-data[16,2]; #time between two measurements
DIFFERENCE:=O; normalisation:=O;
#normalisation = sum 5 prebleach-intensities /5
for i from 1 to 5 do
normalisation:=normalisation+data[i,3];
end do:
normalisation:=normalisation/5;
>#dat = array of timepoints and normalised intensities (150 values in this
case) of measured data in the recovery phase.
dat:=array(1 •• 150,1 •• 2):
for i from 16 to 165 do
#calculation of timepoint value {measured intensity is assumed to have
taken place at time between two measurements): real time- time of first
recovery maasurement + deltatime/2
dat[{i+1)-16,1]:=data[i,2]-data[16,2]+deltatime/2;
#calculation normalised intensity value of recovery measurements
dat[(i+1)-16,2]:=(data[i,3]-data[16,3])/normalisation;
end do:
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>fd:=fopen("C:\\file1.asc",WRITE): #open output file 'file1.asc•
>#correction for Integral for bleached amount in maasurement
#normalised final overall intensity - first intensity value recovery phase,
divided by final integral value
Meetinfinity:=0.552:
T:=array(1 •• 1,1 •• 1): T[1,1]:=Meetinfinity:
writeline("C:\\file1.asc","Meetinfinity="):
writedata(fd,T,float):
writeline("C:\\file1.asc",""):
writeline("C:\\file1.asc","b=
DIFFERENCE"2/Int.value="):
writeline("C:\\file1.asc","================================================
================================"):
#array to write values of t, Integral, Measured value and
DIFFERENCE"2/Int.value at timepoint t
V:= array(1 •• 150,1 •• 4):
#array with values of b and total DIFFERENCE"2/Int.value
U:= array(1 •• 1,1 •• 2):
#range of D values (b in the model) which are varied
for b from 0.08 by 0.001 to 0.09 do
#calculation best fitting D value
for i from 16 to 165 do
t:=data[i,2]-starttime+deltatime/2; #calculation t
Integral:=Meetinfinity*evalf(Q); #calculation value of corrected :rntegral
at timepoint t
Measdata:=(data[i,3]-data[16,3])/normalisation; #normalised measured value
from data file
eachdiff:=evalf((Measdata-Integral)"2/Integral); #DIFFERENCE"2/Int.value at
timepoint t
DIFFERENCE:=DIFFERENCE+eachdiff; #total DIFFERENCE"2/Int.value
V[(i+1)-16,1]:=t;
#timepoints
V[(i+1)-16,2]:=Integral;
#Value of corrected, normalised
integral at timepoint t
V[(i+1)-16,3l:=Measdata;
#Measured value at timepoint t
V[(i+1)-16,4]:=eachdiff;
#square of difference Integral and
Measured value I :rntegral value
end do:
U[1,1]:=b; U[1,2]:=DIFFERENCE;
writedata(fd,U,float): #write value of total difference vs D (b in model)
to outout file
DIFFERENCE:=O:
end do;
fclose(fd):
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filel.asc: outputfile by Curvefitl.
Meetinfinity=
.552
b=

DIFFERENCE/\2/Int. value=

.08
.081
.082
.083
.084
.085
.086
.087
.088
.089
.090

.4596629262
.4596548407
.460339188
.4616804862
.4636451947
.4662015947
.4693196746
.4729710201
.4771287247
.4817672921
.4868625474

Curvefit2:
># Curvefit2 program : datafile [file2.asc] values of t, Integral, Measured
value, DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value at best fitting D
># DIFFERENCE = normalised measured data value - corrected normalieed
integral value.
> restart;
>with(plots):
>Ql:=l-1/sqrt(Pi*b*t)*Int(exp(ZoA2/(4*b*t))*erf((2*Yh+a*Zo)/sqrt(4*b*t)),Zo=O •• infinity):
Q2:=sqrt(b*t)*sqrt(l+aA2)/(Yh*sqrt(Pi)):
Q3:=-a*sqrt(b*t)*erf(Yh/sqrt(b*t))/(Yh*sqrt(Pi)):
Q4:=-sqrt(b*t)*sqrt(l+aA2)*exp( - YhA2f(b*t*(l+aA2)))*(1erf(a*Yh/(sqrt(l+aA2)*sqrt(b*t))))/(Yh*sqrt(Pi)):
#terms which form the model uncorrected for bleach in maasurement
Q:=(Ql+Q2+Q3+Q4):
a:=0.4: Yh:=1.439: #values of a and Yh in model
value(Q); #shows the expression for the model
>data:=readdata("C:\\data.txt",3): #read measured data file
starttime:=data[16,2]; #timepoint of first maasurement of recovery phase
deltatime:=data[17,2]-data[16,2]; #time between two measurements
DIFFERENCE:=O; normalisation:=O;
#normalisation = sum 5 prebleach-intensities /5
for i from 1 to 5 do
normalisation:=normalisation+data[i,3];
end do:
normalisation:=normalisation/5;
>#dat = array of timepoints and normalised intensities (150 values in this
case) of measured data in the
recovery phase.
dat:=array(1 •• 150,1 •• 2):
for i from 16 to 165 do
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#calculation of timepoint value (measured intensity is assumed to have
taken place at time between two measurements): real time- time of first
recovery maasurement + deltatime/2
dat[(i+1)-16,1]:=data[i,2]-data[16,2]:
#ca1culation normalised intensity value of recovery measurements
dat[(i+1)-16,2]:=(data[i,3]-data[16,3])/normalisation:
end do:
>fd:=fopen("C:\\file2.asc",WRITE): #open output file 'file2.asc'
>#correction for Integral for bleached amount in maasurement
#normalised final overall intensity - first intensity value recovery phase,
divided by final integral value
Meetinfinity:=0.552:
#array to write values of t, Integral, Measured value and
DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value at timepoint t
V:= array(1 •• 150,1 •• 4):
#array to write values of t and the Integral value for the plot
W:= array(1 •• 150,1 •• 2):
#array with values of b and total DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value
U:= array(1 •• 1,1 •• 2):
#generation of arrays with model values and measured data with the best
fitting D value to write to output file and to plot
b:=0.081;
for i from 16 to 165 do
t:=data[i,2]-starttime+de1tatime/2; #calculation t
Integral:=Meetinfinity*evalf(Q); #calculation value of corrected Integral
at timepoint t
Measdata:=(data[i,3]-data[16,3])/normalisation; #normalised measured value
from data file
eachdiff:=evalf((Measdata-Integral)A2/Integral); #DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value at
timepoint t
DIFFERENCE:=DIFFERENCE+eachdiff; #total DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value
V[(i+1)-16,1]:=t;
#timepoints
V[(i+1)-16,2]:=Integral;
#Value of corrected, normalised
integral at timepoint t
V[(i+1)-16,3]:=Measdata;
#Measured value at timepoint t
V[(i+1)-16,4]:=eachdiff;
#square of difference Integral and
Measured value I Integral value
W[ (i+1) -16, 1] :=t;
#timepoints
W[(i+1)-16,2]:=Integral;
#Value of corrected, normalised
integral at timepoint t
end do:
U[1,1] :=b; U[1,2]:=DIFFERENCE;
#value of D and total
DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value to write to output file
>T:=array(1 •• 1,1 •• 1): T[1,1]:=Meetinfinity:
writeline("C:\\file2.ascn,"Meetinfinity= 0 ) :
writedata(fd,T,float):
writeline("C:\\file2.asc",""):
Integral=
writeline(°C:\\file2.asc","t=
Measured data=
DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value"):
writedata(fd,V,float):
writeline("C:\\file2.ascn,nn):
DIFFERENCEA2/Int.value="):
writeline("C:\\file2.asc","b=
writedata(fd,U,float):
writeline("C:\\file2.asc","================================================
================================"):
DIFFERENCE:=O: normalisation:=O:
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fclose(fd):
>#plot model and measured data in one figure
plotl:=listplot(dat): plot2:=listplot(W): display(plotl,plot2);

file2.asc: output file by Curvefit2.
Meetinfinity=
.552

.5625
1.687500000
2.797500000
3.906500000
5.016500000
6.125500000
7.234500000
8.344500000
9.453500000
10.56250000
11.67250000
12.79750000
13.92250000
15.04750000
16.17250000
17.29750000
18.42250000
19.53150000

Integra1=
.0312764128
.0541723355
.0697492565
.0824190010
.0933752904
.1031198499
.111943753
.120026253
.1274701233
.1343692575
.140796444
.1468782037
.1525716899
.1579167419
.1629474851
.167 6934444
.1721803673
.1763719594

Measured data=
0
-.013469302
.0384942127 .
.0313270424
.0480871631
.0784247160
.0728794929
.0828968019
.0781044068
.1 078809085
.1311920637
.1504085671
.1416051686
.140317812
.1463485991
.1634596314
.1679011145
.1799810507

... .... .... ....
···· ····· ·· ····

... .............

....... ... ... ...

.3108793013
.3112167713
.3115555207
.3118910207
.3122233223
.3125524764
.312873 8897
.3131969406
.3135169904

.3216005007
.320315184
.3264153373
.325629866
.342336942
.3265561104
.3085453558
.3246526173
.34043753

t=

158.0625500
159.1725500
160.2975500
161.4225500
162.5475500
163.6725500
164.7814500
165.9064500
167.0314500

b=
.081

................

.... ............

DIFFERENCE"2/Int.va1ue
.0312764128
.0844599205
.0140055652
.0316721655
.0219652808
.0059139888
.0136319927
.0114857884
.0191180012
.0052216753
.0006551595
8.4855788170e-05
.0007882497
.0019613014
.0016908700
.0001068925
.0001063536
7.3852669410e-05

.................
········· ···· ····

.0003697387
.0002659918
.0007087473
.0006051982
.0029044278
.0006274203
5.9884210020e-05
.0004190096
.0023115668

DIFFERENCE"21Int.va1ue=
.4596548407
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Appendix C
FRAP measurements.
FRAP experiments: fluorescent beads (diameter-200 nm) in glycerol-water mixtures.
The last measurements have been performed with 50% beads in 50% distilled water.
Bleached cone parameter a=0.4. Halfthe width ofthe bleached area Yh is indicated in the text
or at each figure.
12.5% glycerol in water (Yh=l.439 pm):
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25% glycerol in water (Yh=1.526 pm):
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50% glycerol in water:
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50% beads in 50% distilled water (Yh=1.526 pm):
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